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A wetter and drier future?

Large increase in both wet & dry extremes                                                        
despite little mean precip change!

Increase in very wet years Increase in “whiplash”

Swain et al. 2018

Increase in very dry years
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Case study: wild swings 
between drought and flood at Oroville

Lake Oroville, Sep. 2015 Oroville Dam, Feb. 2017

“Too few” atmospheric rivers… “Too many” atmospheric rivers…

• Extreme, record-breaking drought in 2014-2015

• Then, extreme atmospheric river storm sequence turned an engineering issue (failure 
of  primary spillway) into broader crisis. 

• Right back to extreme/record-breaking drought in 2021

• CA no stranger to extremes—but growing amplitude pushing infrastructure to brink
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Lake Oroville, Jul. 2021

…and back again.
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Longer, more severe droughts…
yet little decrease in average precipitation?

• Precipitation-only drought metrics are 
becoming increasingly misleading in a 
warming climate

• The same amount of  rain/snow just 
doesn’t go as far as it used to

• Less autumn/spring precipitation, but 
more winter precipitation

• More precipitation on fewer days, with 
more intense (but fewer?) storms

• Much less snowpack, but more 
evaporation

• All of  this put together =                 
increased risk of  drought and flood

CA mean precipitation

CA mean temperature

CA drought (PDSI)

(NOAA)



California’s “Other Big One”:
Month-long atmospheric river deluge

• California “great floods” have occurred every ~200 years 
• Modern day repeat would be disastrous for California
• Greater than 50% risk of  an 1862-level in next ~40 years (!)

San Francisco Chronicle

Cumulative likelihood of  “1862-like” eventDowntown Sacramento, Jan 1862

Swain et al. 2018
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Stronger, moister atmospheric river storms

• Substantial increase in atmospheric river strength due to climate 
change, mainly due to warming-driven increase in atmospheric 
moisture. Occurrence of  historically “unprecedented” events.

Water vapor transport during extreme atmospheric river storms
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ARkStorm 2.0: a new and improved extreme 
flood scenario for 21st century California

• ARkStorm 1.0: California-wide “megastorm” planning exercise

• ARkStorm 2.0 aims: factor in climate change & scientific advances
• Project status: Phase I (initial atmospheric simulations) complete! 

But funding still (urgently) needed to complete Phases II and III…

Huang et al. 2020 Collaborators include:
Daniel Swain (UCLA)

Xingying Huang (NCAR)
Dale Cox (USGS)

Christine Albano (DRI)
Maureen McCarthy (DRI)

Mike Anderson (DWR)
Kathy Schaefer (UC Davis)

Kristin Ludwig (USGS)
Anne Wein (USGS)

Among many others!
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A weeks-long atmospheric river onslaught…

• Each of  the two (ARkHist and ARkFuture) scenarios involve a 3-
4 week long sequence of  atmospheric river storms affecting CA

Instantaneous IVT, ARkFuture scenario 
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Feet of  rain in California’s mountains

• A 3-4 week long sequence of  strong and moist atmospheric river 
storms would deliver feet of  rain to most of  California over a 30 
day period—locally 60-100+ inches of  water in the mountains.

Total accumulated 30-day precipitation, ARkHist vs. ARkFuture scenarios 
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In warming climate, more rain than snow

• Dramatic shift toward rain in CA’s mountains except at highest elevations
• Major implications for surface runoff  (“Double Whammy Effect”).          

200-400% increase in max runoff  in some places

Change in snow fraction, ARkHist (left) vs. ARkFuture (center) scenarios 
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Climate change is 
increasing the risk of  a California megastorm

• Climate change between ~1920 and ~2020 has doubled the likelihood 
of  a California megaflood

• Cumulative risk of  ARkHist level event between 2020-2060? >65%!
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A modern megaflood would be an 
unprecedented California disaster

• A megaflood would be California’s “Other Big One”

• No modern precedent for an 1862-like great flood
• California’s water & flood protection built for a 20th century 

climate that no longer exists. How would it fare?

• Phases II and III of  ARkStorm 2.0 will provide more quantitative 
assessments, but…

• ARkStorm 1.0: ~$1 trillion in overall losses (2022 dollars)

• Millions displaced for weeks or longer

• Most transportation corridors damaged/unusable

• Nearly all economic sectors affected simultaneously
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How to adapt to rising risk?

• Ensuring “hard” infrastructure—levees, dams & auxiliary structures, 
urban flood conduits—will perform as expected

• Greatly expanding “soft” infrastructure: levee setbacks, river bypasses, 
floodplain restoration.

• FIRO (flood-informed reservoir operations) and MAR (managed aquifer 
recharge). Expand flood pools by shifting underground?

• Improve public & agency awareness of  risks; tabletop disaster response 
exercises; improved data visualization and dissemination
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Yolo Bypass near 
West Sacramento



Closing thoughts

• A modern California megaflood would be unprecedented disaster, 
and increasing drought severity has masked latent risk increase

• Much larger storm sequences (and floods) than were observed in 
20th century are highly plausible in California

• Climate change has already doubled odds of  an extremely severe 
storm sequence capable of  producing catastrophic flooding

• ARkStorm 2.0 project exploring broader implications; phases II/III 
ongoing and still seeking support & collaborators

• Much can be done to mitigate risks: hard and soft infrastructure 
improvement; flexible and dynamic water/flood management; 
improved planning and awareness
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Thank you! Questions?
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